Bear With Us
Chata na prodej

The parents are selling an old cottage for which they have no more use. But before handing it over to the new owner the mother decides to organise one last family knees-up. The other relations aren’t that keen, these get-togethers always tend to be strenuous. The grandfather is these days on another planet, the father also rejects these kind of events, the son is under the influence all the time and ironically assesses the world around him including the disintegrating relationship with his girlfriend. The grandmother is a specialist in sincere queries which embarrass all and sundry. An unbalanced daughter brings to the cottage her successful German boyfriend who is the only one looking forward to the visit as he is unaware of what he’s letting himself in for. The prospect of an idyllic weekend away from it all by a forest quickly dissolves, but a real adventure begins just before dawn when the family discovers that the grandfather has vanished. The clues lead to the forest...

75'
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: Tomáš Pavliček
Producers: MasterFilm, Czech Television
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
Golden Sting
Zlatý podraz

A story about true, passionate love, basketball and life in the shadow of politics. The film begins in 1938. The main storyline focuses on the fateful love between František, a young lawyer and athlete, and Michelle, a dancer, who meet at the post-war European Basketball Championships in Geneva. Michelle has suffered a hard life, having escaped from her home because of Stalin and Hitler. Their story, which, in addition to politics, is affected by two contrary individuals - trainer Valentor and functionary Hrabal – culminates in 1951 when Europe has already been divided by the Iron Curtain for several years.

102’
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: Radim Špaček
Producers: Buc-Film, Miroslav Jansta, Czech television, Tipsport, Punkchart Films, Barrandov Studio
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

Feature films

GET THE SCREENER
The Cage
Klec

A psychological drama with elements of a thriller about an unexpected meeting between a lonely pensioner and a youth claiming to be her distant relative. The pensioner – who, once upon a time, was the wife of an influential man, lived in a beautiful house and had a close friendship with a famous female race-car driver – now lives somewhere on the outskirts of Prague in a ground-floor apartment with a view of a courtyard, alone and abandoned by practically everyone. Her life revolves around visits from the postwoman who brings her pension and helping out at the local church. One of the last certainties in her life vanishes when the vicar is transferred elsewhere. At that moment, a good-natured youth enters into old Mrs Galová’s life. He tells her he is her distant relative. At long last, Mrs Galová experiences a truly pleasant afternoon. Chatting about common acquaintances and the young man’s gallantry brighten her life for a while. But soon Mrs Galová realises that something is not quite right. But what and why? A game of cate-and-mouse begins, but is not clear who in fact is the cat and who the mouse.

87’
HD, m/e track, © 2019
Director: Jiří Strach
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
The Third Wish
Přání k mání

Kindly, mischievous and humorous story about the troubles of a lovesick teenager called Albert which takes place in a twinkling pre-Christmas spa town lorded over by a renowned international hotel belonging to a somewhat self-centred hotelier by the name of Bosák. Albert, whose parents perform in the hotel’s magic show, loves Joanne – his best friend Eman’s sister. Joanne, who prefers to be called Jo-Ann, has no time for Albert and like other girls in town is head over heels in love with the school’s heartbreaker – Bosák junior. But Albert cannot believe that this shallow stuck-up toff could ever really impress the modest Joanne who yearns to study at the Sorbonne in Paris and decides to compete for her affections. But if all that wasn’t enough, Albert must also face up to an unexpected family dispute. Fortunately he is able to come up with one wish which had been promised him by Magic Grandpa. But how to make best use of such a magic wish when all and sundry want to bag it for themselves? And what if one is able to be happy without resorting to magic?

102’
HD, m/e track, © 2017
Director: Vít Karas
Co-production: Promea Communication, Czech Television
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet worldwide (excluding Slovakia)

Awards: 58th International Film Festival for Children and Youth – Zlín: audience award for best live-action film
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Feature films
When Cows Fly
Až budou krávy lítat

A young, full-figured elementary school teacher carefully nurtures her inferiority complex. When accompanying her friend to a course of burlesque dancing, she gets the chance to become attractive despite her ample figure. People around her, however, are not prepared for a "fat girl" in the nude, and she loses her job, her family and her reputation. Will she be able to prove to herself and others that being fat isn’t a disability or even a hindrance? Is it better to hide both problem and complex, or fight them head-on with openness?
Without a Trace
Beze stopy

This intimate psychological drama is set during Christmastime. Its peculiar hero lives alone in the woods where he meets no one, encountering only the things people leave behind in their cabins where he spends the night. He is not a thief. He always cleans up after himself. And he never eats more than one can of their food. That's the life he has chosen. He likes the peace and quiet. He is happier alone than when he must watch people ruin their lives. But this winter has not been a good one. Despite his efforts to avoid everyone, his path is crossed by two dubious characters and a child in need of help...

Without a Trace
Beze stopy

This intimate psychological drama is set during Christmastime. Its peculiar hero lives alone in the woods where he meets no one, encountering only the things people leave behind in their cabins where he spends the night. He is not a thief. He always cleans up after himself. And he never eats more than one can of their food. That's the life he has chosen. He likes the peace and quiet. He is happier alone than when he must watch people ruin their lives. But this winter has not been a good one. Despite his efforts to avoid everyone, his path is crossed by two dubious characters and a child in need of help...

73'
HD, m/e track, © 2019
Director: Vit Karas
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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WATCH THE SCREENER
A Pilot Tale
Balada o pilotovi

A story inspired by historical events, where the main hero is a pilot of the British Royal Air Force. Captain Emil Malík is returning home to his family in 1945 hoping for a happy life after surviving the horrors of war piloting RAF combat aircraft. The story captures not only the dramatic operations of Malík and his RAF colleagues, but also the coercive campaigns of the Soviet People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (abbreviated NKVD), which tried to gain Malík’s cooperation at any price. The secondary storyline is Malík’s relationship with his wife Karla, who has been affected by six years of war. As the wife of a foreign soldier, she had to spend three years in a concentration camp in Svatobořice, and her children had to be taken in by her sister.

101'
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: Ján Sebechlebský
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
Stockholm Syndrome
Stockholmský syndrom

A two-part drama where one unfortunate gunshot intertwines the fates of seven people and changes their lives forever. Investigator Viktor uses his service gun to protect his daughter when a Rottweiler attacks her. The shot ends up killing the dog, but, unfortunately, the bullet also injures the owner, Mr Osecký. Because of this incident, Viktor is suspended and sentenced unconditionally. When he is finally released from prison, he finds he has hit rock bottom: he has been expelled from the police force, his wife has divorced him and is demanding child support, and he is required to pay Jindřich Osecký a very large sum as compensation for the crime that landed him into prison. His former colleague, Colonel Taraba, finds him a job in a private detective agency, but his salary is not enough to pay all his debts. At the same time, Klára Osecká, who has been missing for several years, escapes her pimps on a German motorway. The police team, headed by Taraba, inform her parents, the Oseckýs, about the serious physical and mental state of their daughter, who has been hospitalised. At the same time, Taraba questions the suspect, Lukáš Kulhánek, from whose car Klára escaped. Jindřich Osecký and Viktor Mojžíš cross paths again after many years.
Dukla 61

A two-part television film focused on the family of an elite miner and set against the backdrop of the biggest mining disaster of the second half of the 20th century, which left 108 men dead. A family drama capturing the story of a period when socialism was alive, work conditions resembled capitalism and the last of the last was first. In Czechoslovakia’s newest city Havířov records were broken, but so were people – in the name of the Red Star shining above the region’s showcase, the Dukla mine, which was about to switch from a six-day to five-day working week. It possessed the highest quality coal, coal that needed to be extracted in the interests of the socialist economy. At any price.

81’, 73’
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: David Ondříček
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
Methanol
Metanol

A two-part television film inspired by real events that could reoccur at any time. At the end of the 2012 summer holidays, the Czech Republic was rocked by an event of a type that neither detectives nor lawyers had ever seen. Within a few weeks alcohol produced from a mix of ethanol and highly poisonous methanol killed at least 38 people and seriously poisoned at least 80 others. However, the concoction had the "potential" to cause 158,000 deaths.
This two-part dramatic story from the period of the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire captures the key events leading up to the creation of an independent Czechoslovak state in October 1918. Its main protagonists are Alois Rašín and Karel Kramář, who played a fundamental role in realising this long-time dream of the Czechs and Slovaks. They organised a secret conspiratorial network and provided the exile government with much-needed information about the monarchy. They experienced first-hand the fact that patriotism includes the willingness to sacrifice oneself for one’s country when they were sentenced to death for treason. In the first government of the newly created republic, however, one of them became Minister of Finance, and the other even Prime Minister.
This three-part detective story takes place in two timelines: shortly before the Velvet Revolution at the end of the communist era in the late eighties, and in the present day. In the first period the case is being dealt with by the crime division of communist Czechoslovakia under Major Voženil. In the present day Marie Výrová is uncovering the shortcomings of the investigation by the police of that time and points out the reasons that led to them. The detective story crosses over into the genres of horror and psychological family drama. It portrays the destruction of relationships in a family tainted by a long-past, incomprehensibly cruel crime.

Detectives from the Holy Trinity
Five crime miniseries (The Case of the Exorcist, Blue Shadows, Five Dead Dogs, Monsters of the Shore, Living Targets), with the episodes taking place in Olomouc city and its neighbourhood. The chief characters – inspectors Major Výrová, Mráz, and their controversial boss – colonel Vitouš investigate murders and expose a complicated context including e. g. the exorcising ritual, corruption and holdup with robbery.

Monsters of the Shore
Vodník

70', 70', 70'
HD, m/e track, © 2019
Director: Viktor Tauš
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
The investigators, led by Marie Výrová, finds themselves confronting a serial murderer. Under great pressure, in a span of just three days, they must figure out the murderer’s motive, unravel the pattern by which the murders are taking place, and try to prevent further murders from happening. The dramatic plot takes place among former classmates, now socially established thirty-five-year-olds: an entrepreneur, a doctor, a deputy mayor, his wife, and a well-to-do property owner. They are all also members of an exclusive archery club. An unknown shooter with a sporting crossbow is after their lives.

Detectives from the Holy Trinity
Five crime miniseries (The Case of the Exorcist, Blue Shadows, Five Dead Dogs, Monsters of the Shore, Living Targets), with the episodes taking place in Olomouc city and its neighbourhood. The chief characters – inspectors Major Výrová, Mráz, and their controversial boss – colonel Vitouš investigate murders and expose a complicated context including e.g. the exorcising ritual, corruption and holdup with robbery.

Living Targets
Živé terče

The investigators, led by Marie Výrová, finds themselves confronting a serial murderer. Under great pressure, in a span of just three days, they must figure out the murderer’s motive, unravel the pattern by which the murders are taking place, and try to prevent further murders from happening. The dramatic plot takes place among former classmates, now socially established thirty-five-year-olds: an entrepreneur, a doctor, a deputy mayor, his wife, and a well-to-do property owner. They are all also members of an exclusive archery club. An unknown shooter with a sporting crossbow is after their lives.

Detectives from the Holy Trinity
Five crime miniseries (The Case of the Exorcist, Blue Shadows, Five Dead Dogs, Monsters of the Shore, Living Targets), with the episodes taking place in Olomouc city and its neighbourhood. The chief characters – inspectors Major Výrová, Mráz, and their controversial boss – colonel Vitouš investigate murders and expose a complicated context including e.g. the exorcising ritual, corruption and holdup with robbery.

67’, 71’, 71’
HD, m/e track, © 2019
Director: Jan Hřebejk
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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In the second season Major Kuneš remains the same original character with controversial views, just as we known him from the first season. The Jáchnov branch, which had long been a thorn in the side of the bureaucratic apparatus, is dissolved as part of restructuring, with Lieutenant Colonel Rohan being assigned with leading the crime unit in Ústí nad Labem. It doesn't take long before he brings in all of "his" crime investigators. He promises them the moon, but even though he doesn't live up to any of it, the old crew is back together. The main storyline is the highly active criminal Željko Čubrić, who keeps the crime team racking up overtime. In the case of Rohan there is still the unresolved motive of personal revenge, which complicates the whole case further.

In Rage II
Rapl II

In the second season Major Kuneš remains the same original character with controversial views, just as we known him from the first season. The Jáchnov branch, which had long been a thorn in the side of the bureaucratic apparatus, is dissolved as part of restructuring, with Lieutenant Colonel Rohan being assigned with leading the crime unit in Ústí nad Labem. It doesn't take long before he brings in all of "his" crime investigators. He promises them the moon, but even though he doesn't live up to any of it, the old crew is back together. The main storyline is the highly active criminal Željko Čubrić, who keeps the crime team racking up overtime. In the case of Rohan there is still the unresolved motive of personal revenge, which complicates the whole case further.

series I: 13×60'
series II: 1–12×59', 13×69'
HD, m/e track, © 2016, 2019
Director: Jan Pachl
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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MOST!

This story of anxiety over the other and fear of failure is built on the relationship between two brothers who haven’t seen each other in ages. One is sacked, has his power cut off and is indebted, while his exwife has married a German and his son is ashamed of him. The second is no longer a man. And everything is set to get even worse.

8× approx 46’
HD, m/e track, © 2019
Director: Jan Prušinovský
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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A four-part miniseries uncovering the criminal background of a strange story of organised crime in post-revolution Czechoslovakia. Two young students are testing out the new railway tracking system. They discover that certain Soviet cars are inexplicably disappearing on their way east. Both young men decide to get to the bottom of it. Several days later one of them turns up dead and the other is likely on the run. Military prosecutor Lieutenant Roman Redl tries to figure out on his own what the reason for the murder was and how far up the strings go of this crime that might stretch beyond the borders of Czechoslovakia somewhere far to the east.
The series depicts the lives of the upper echelons of society that contributed most to shaping the First Republic and setting political and social standards. The fates of the characters, representing a variety of social classes, from the elite to workers and peasants, will intertwine with some important moments in Czechoslovak history.

The events of the third series of this family saga take place between autumn 1930 and summer 1931. Thirteen new episodes contain criminal plots and a love triangle. Even the Valenta family have to adjust to the dangers of the era. They have to hold together more than ever before, as the portents are not good. The family villa in Podolí is occupied mainly by Jaroslav Valenta, Marie and Jaroslav’s younger brother Freddy. Irena is getting used to her new role as a wife, but remains cold toward Lippi. He is understanding and is not rushing her. Vladimír is again getting closer to Magdaléna, and their children are getting along. He, however, is not speaking with his brother Jaroslav, as he blames him and Marie for Klára's death. Eliška is completing her medical studies, and her marriage with Vojta is happy. Jaroslav is handling the family rift badly. Marie tries to be the heart of the home, but she is also the cause of the discord, so she is not succeeding in bringing the family together. The stalemate ends when Vladimír accidentally drinks some poisonous alcohol.

series I – 22×52’ and 11×97’
series II – 13×52’
series III – 13×52’
The First Republic - Family Fates - 53’
HD, m/e track, © 2014, 2017, 2018
Director: Biser A. Arichtev
Co-production: Dramedy International
Rights Available: for part of the territories only
The main theme of the third season is the investigation of several murders connected by one religious motif – Jesus’s apostles. As in the previous seasons, a highly sophisticated adversary stands against Major Remeš’s team – an adversary who has long been on the run from the police as well as himself, moreover duelling with God, a duel he can never however win. Major Remeš and his new colleague Ester arrive at the scene of the murder of agricultural entrepreneur Pánek, who was lost on the way to work along with his adult son. A week later the pastor in a small village found his strangely arranged body on the altar. Remeš’s team includes newcomers Viktor and Bára, who along with local police officer Jonáš identify possible culprits.
The Lynching

Lynč

Four months ago, a young Roma man named Denis was murdered in the small town of Buchnov. A young documentary filmmaker and blogger named Lukáš comes to Buchnov from Prague. His childhood friend there Jiří is a suspect in the brutal murder of their mutual acquaintance – Denis. Disrupting the seemingly quiet life in the little town, Lukáš uncovers the closely guarded secrets and unexpected context of Denis’s murder, which does not suit the locals in the least, as he learns that there is more than one person responsible for Denis’s death. Among other things, this eight-part miniseries explores what effect the murder of an innocent man has on a small town where everybody knows each other and everyone has their secrets.

8×49'
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Directors: Klára Jůzová, Jan Bártek, Harold Apter
Co-production: ARTE
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet (excluding France, Germany)
**Little Rain Worms**

Another instalment of the successful animated series for small children. Its heroes, two Little Rain Worms, are inseparable friends and also rivals. They like to take trips together, during which they experience incredible adventures. Do you think they yard is a boring place where you can’t have any fun? These two high-spirited worms will show you the error of your ways, overflowing with ideas, vitality and the desire to take on the angry bird Kosák.

33×8' HD (SD parts 1–13), © 2008–2015, 2018
Artist: Jaromír Gál
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

**The Kokoška Family on the Road**

The main characters of these animated stories are the remarkable members of the Kokoška family of chickens and their thrilling adventures.

The father – the rooster Kokoška – is a journalist for The Chicken Times, for which he writes news reports from all around the world. Accompanying him on his travels is his family, including little rooster Jonáš. The whole animal world and especially Kokoška’s editor-in-chief Krocan are constantly clamouring for new sensational news stories. Even though at first exciting events seem to be avoiding Kokoška on purpose, in the end something always happens as if by miracle. What’s more, it is usually thanks to his son, little Jonáš, that even the greatest and most dangerous adventures turn out well and The Chicken Times gets a scoop that the rest can only envy.

7×8' HD, m/e track, © 2019
Artist: Jitka Petrová
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
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**Animation without narration for children**

**Animation with narration for children**
**Jerboas**

The continuation of the animated series about jerboas and other little-known African wildlife. The stories recount the secret friendship between two jerboa siblings named Tina and Tom and a small marabou stork and their mutual adventures in the African wilderness. The stories are based on real attributes of African animals, but thanks to their original poetics, the stories help to create a distinct world full of humour, fantasy and unexpected encounters.

20×8’
HD, m/e track, © 2011, 2015, 2018
Artist: Barbora Dlouhá
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

**The Smallest Elephant in the World**

Animated series about a tiny elephant which has to survive in the vast world of normal elephants. He is helped by his little friend the crafty hyrax which, according to the atlas of animals, is a distant relative of elephants. The narrative excels in witty dialogue and amusing plots, based on everyday adventures and concerns that will be familiar to every child.

20×7’
HD, 3D animation, m/e track, © 2012, 2015, 2018
Co-production: EALLIN (parts 8–20)
Artist: Libor Pixa
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
A Wizard Called Rye
Kouzelník Žito

Apolena the healer finds an abandoned newborn in a field of rye. She takes him home and gives him the name Rye. Rye grows up into a young lad with a great passion for justice and righteousness, therefore refusing to serve with the king as a tax collector and ending up in the stables instead. Here he meets the king's ward, Princess Adélka. But aside from Adélka, the demon girl Filištína also takes a liking to Rye, deciding to get him for herself at all costs. She offers Rye wealth and power, but of course he would not be acquiring it in an honest manner. Rye understands that if he were to agree to her offer, he would end up in hell, thus he rejects Filištína.

104’
HD, m/e track, © 2018
Director: Zdeněk Zelenka
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
Kylián – Bridges of Time
Kylián – Mosty času

A recording of four first-class works by the world-renowned Czech dancer and choreographer Jiří Kylián performed by the National Theatre Ballet for the first time. This ballet ensemble prepared this performance in honour of the famous choreographer Jiří Kylián, who is without a doubt a world dance icon. The evening will comprise four opuses: Symphony of Psalms, Bella Figura, Petite Mort and Six Dances.
Travelling Around
Na cestě

A documentary travelogue focusing on attractive but less well-known localities, for example Yemen, Acapulco, Ethiopia, Vietnam and other places. The individual parts of this series bring descriptions of all the typical aspects natural, historical, cultural and social. However, stress is mainly laid on the lifestyles and traditions of the inhabitants, because it is they who create their environment.

472×27'
HD (parts 1–145 SD), m/e track,
© 2006–2019
Directors: Mojmír Kučera, David Sís, Jiří Novák and others
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
Traveling for The Art of Watchmaking

Cesty za hodinářským uměním

In this six-part documentary mini-series we set out to visit world-famous watchmaking companies that are still manufacturing, united by the fact that they produce their own timepieces. We uncover the circumstances of how famous watchmaking companies emerged in a given region, visit old watchmaking families, present archival materials and also take a look at places worth visiting on our journey into the world of watches. For example, we get acquainted with the history of the Czech watch brand PRIM, Swiss MOSER watches and the Japanese brand SEIKO.

6×40'
HD, © 2018, 2019
Director: Jana Škopková
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
Herbarium is an original “herbal show” which introduces ordinary plants and herbs to viewers. The presenters, the mothers Kateřina and Linda, focus on the most common of them and their usage in everyday practice – not just in cooking, but in the cosmetics industry. The series abounds with sage advice handed down from our grandmothers and found in ancient books. Kateřina and Linda teach us how herbs, fruit and vegetables help us keep healthy and avoid common such as the flu, back pain and poor spirits. The combination of a healthy lifestyle and folk wisdom will be appreciated by everyone who wants to draw on the best that nature has to offer.

series V – 12×26', series VI – 10×26'
Director: Jaroslav Včela
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
**Chick Corea (CNSO)**

Chick Corea (ČNSO)

This multiple Grammy-winner made his name collaborating with Miles Davis, Herbie Hancock and Keith Jarrett. With his range of awards and honorary doctorates at several universities, but above all for his enormous contribution to the genre of jazz, Chick Corea has long since been a living legend. The inclusion of American jazz pianist and composer Armando Antonio Corea, known under the nickname "Chick", will undoubtedly thrill lovers of Jazz. Also performing on the recording of this Prague concert is Steven Mercurio, who will conduct the Czech National Symphony Orchestra.

52'
HD, © 2018
Director: Petr Kůrka
Producers: Czech Television, Sound Trust
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

**Monica Mancini (CNSO)**

Monica Mancini (ČNSO)

The daughter of famous film composer Henry Mancini and the brilliant studio singer Ginny O’Connor, Mancini has set out on her own solo career and performs with leading international symphony orchestras, including the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the symphony orchestras of Dallas and Seattle, and also the London Metropolitan Orchestra. Her programme features classic songs such as Moon River, Soldier In The Rain, Alfie, Charade or Over the Rainbow. This recording of the Prague concert of this world-famous American singer is interspersed with interviews with the concert's main protagonists.

52'
HD, © 2018
Director: Petr Kůrka
Producers: Czech Television, Sound Trust
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet
Vince Mendoza (CNSO)

Vince Mendoza currently numbers among the best creators of jazz and contemporary music. His compositions and arrangements are included on the albums of legends such as Björk, Chaka Khan, Al Jarreau, Bobby McFerrin, Melody Gardot, Sting and Joni Mitchell. This footage of a concert at Prague's Municipal House, intercut with interviews with the main protagonists, features such figures as guitarist Lukáš Chejn, trumpet player Jan Hasenöhrl or the excellent French saxophone player Stéphane Guillaume and Dutch drummer Martijn Vink.

52'
HD, © 2018
Director: Petr Kůrka
Producers: Czech Television, Sound Trust
Rights Available: TV, Video, Internet

Danny Elfman (CNSO)

A recording of a concert held within the Prague Proms, interspersed with interview clips from the legendary American musician Danny Elfman, the unmistakable vocalist from the US group Oingo Boingo. Across the generations the music scene personality is also known for his scores for films such as Batman, Edward Scissorhands, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Danny Elfman composed the piece Concerto for Violin and Orchestra for the Prague Proms and the soloist Sandy Cameron and took part in its world premiere in person. Danny Elfman is accompanied by the Czech National Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Mauceri.

52'
HD, © 2018
Director: Jan Mudra
Rights available: TV, Video, Internet
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